PORTFOLIO

PINETTI
BRAND IDENTITY
Like many famous Italian brands Pinetti puts
fashion trends of the season at the core of
their manufacturing proccess, enabling
children to express their personality all year
round.

CORPORATE PATTERN
We created unique and elegant pattern, that was subsequently used in packaging,
promotional materials, products and interior design of the boutiques.

ZERWOOD
BRAND IDENTITY
Zerwood is a company that offers protective
mixes for wooden surfaces. It was important
to achieve distinctive identity, convey
European roots of the brand and make
emphasis on product quality and
trustworthiness.

WEBSITE
Website with a user-friendly layout that clearly
communicates complex product details,
highlights advantages and provides
information on recommended usage. It drives
the brand expert image by offering specific
data on company research and technology
development efforts.

Be Eco.Think Smart.
SEL is a Russian company that produces eco lighting
systems. The company needed a logo, corporate
identity and a website
The mission "To provide comfortable working
conditions with no harm to the environment"
emphasises company's belief that the less energy is
expended, the lower is the negative effect on
environment. The company aims to create the perfect
lighting, that positively affects the mood, awakens
creativity, reduces CO2 emission and is cost effective.

WHAT WE DID
A stunnning website for a dynamic and constantly
growing company. Crisp fresh design perfectly
conveys a brand message and is easy to navigate.
Thoughtful functionality makes the results tracking,
content management, and forms administration a
pleasure to work with. We made sure that only best
practices drove the project and designed a website
that is attractive for customers and allows for
business growth through extendable content
management system.

DER STIL DES
ECHTEN MANNES
BRAND IDENTITY
KANZLER is a famous German and well-recognized
in Russia men's fashion brand. The brand has a very
strong value proposition. KANZLER designers create
clothes for successful, confident men, who value
quality and live life to the fullest. This is the clothing
for leaders, for men who can take charge. We've
been briefed in to design labels and packaging and
develop promotional website.

Brand collateral such as labels,
stickers and packaging. The
promotional website was launched
alongside special collection and
helped the company showcase the
fall-winter collection and convert
visitors to wholesale customers

CHEI BLINCHIK
BRAND IDENTITY
Chei Blinchik is a famous Russian chain of pancake
cafes. The logo took a form of a pancake, with a
scooper on the inside that is used to scoop the
dough out of the bowl-mix.

BRITVA
BRAND IDENTITY
Logo design for private men cigar club. The sharp
concise design of the logo focuses on typography
and texture rather than color and is driven by the
brand vision as well as logo usage - it was applied
onto wood, glass and steel.

MG·NINE WEBSITE
& ILLUSTRATIONS
Custom website with creative graphics,
enhanced functionality and scalable
architecture to allow room for growth - an
innovative digital brand experience, that
disrupted common stereorypes in the video
camera industry.

The modern layout of the website provides visitors with
comprehensive information about the brand and
highlights specific technical features of MG NINE
products.
Digital marketing strategy, led by Bayshore Solutions,
implied extensive social media activities. In order to
support them, we designed a blog framework to allow
for posts, comments and sharing via Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest and etc.

DIGITAL ILLUSTRATIONS

KOTAOSTA JEWELRY
WEBSITE
A beautiful site-catalogue that demonstrates
brand's dedication to craftsmanship and
showcases intricate details of each product.

MOBILE VERSION
We drove millenials engagement through
mobile version of the website and helped the
brand expand its audience reach.

RENAULT
CALENDAR 2015
Exquisite illustrations for Renault annual
calendar. The ultimate global brand
experience. Driven by sales data we designed
a calendar and created a series of colorful
illustrations featuring tourist sights and lively
scenes from all over the world.

RZHITSA
Packaging design for the exclusive set of RZHITSA
tincture and the local tribal loaf, the so-called
"karavay".
We wanted to create a brand that shifts perception of
traditional russian culture and elevates it to a whole
new, luxury level. The inspiration for the packaging
design comes from local and regional russian
patterns. Ultimately, Rzhitsa brand tells a story of
honesty, tradition, history and elegance.

LÖWENBRÄU
ILLUSTRATIONS
"German beer traditions". We created a series of
illustrations that intended to convey brand heritage,
rooted in German history, and the long standing
brewing traditions.

BUD
CLYDESDALES
Illustration & Posm

BUD
Each element of the design of Clydes Fest'a fits the
spirit of Bud and reveals the new aspects of this
unusual sort of beer.
For example, the entrance to the event is the gates
decorated by 2 figures of rearing Clydes horses.
This magnificent picture sets the tone for
everything that awaits the guests inside.
Created for TMA Draft

Especially for the event we designed illustration of horses, that was later used in the majority of
advertisements. Also in support of the event we released a limited edition branded beer can that was sold on
the shelves of the hypermarket chains.

THANKS!

